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Abstract
Piecewise deterministic Markov processes are an important new tool in the design of
Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithms. Two examples of fundamental importance are the
Bouncy Particle Sampler (BPS) and the Zig-Zag process (ZZ). In this paper scaling limits for
both algorithms are determined. Here the dimensionality of the space tends towards infinity
and the target distribution is the multivariate standard normal distribution. For several
quantities of interest (angular momentum, first coordinate, and negative log-density) the
scaling limits show qualitatively very different and rich behaviour. Based on these scaling
limits the performance of the two algorithms in high dimensions can be compared. Although
for angular momentum both processes require only a computational effort of Opdq to obtain
approximately independent samples, the computational effort for negative log-density and
first coordinate differ: for these BPS requires Opd2q computational effort whereas ZZ requires
Opdq. Finally we provide a criterion for the choice of the refreshment rate of BPS.
1 Introduction
Piecewise deterministic Markov processes (PDMPs) have turned out to be of substantial interest
for Monte Carlo analysis, see, for example Bouchard-Côté et al. (2017), Pakman et al. (2016),
Bierkens et al. (2018), Vanetti et al. (2017), which have particularly focused on potential for
applications in Bayesian statistics, although their uses are far wider, see for example Michel
et al. (2014), Peters et al. (2012) for applications in physics. However, there are still substantial
gaps in our understanding of their theoretical properties. Even results about the ergodicity
of these methods (including irreducibility and exponential ergodicity problems) often involve
intricate and complex problems (Deligiannidis et al. (2017), Bierkens et al. (2017)).
The two main PDMP methodologies are the Zig-Zag (Bierkens et al. (2018)) and the Bouncy
Particle Sampler (BPS) (Bouchard-Côté et al. (2017)) although there are certainly interesting hy-
brid strategies which are currently under-explored. The important practical question for MCMC
practitioners concerns which methodology should be chosen, with currently available empirical
comparisons giving mixed results.
The focus of the present paper is on shedding some light on these questions by providing
a high-dimensional analysis of these two classes of PDMPs. Our approach will identify weak
limits of PDMP chains (suitably speeded up) as dimension goes to infinity. Such analyses are
of interest in connection with computational cost estimation of Monte Carlo methods (see for
example Roberts et al. (1997), Roberts and Rosenthal (2016)).
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1.1 Piecewise deterministic Markov processes
We shall consider two particular classes of PDMPs (Zig-Zag and BPS) which have proved to be
valuable for Monte Carlo sampling. Their constructions begin in the same way. We are interested
in sampling from a target distribution which has density Z´1d expp´Ψdpξqq with respect to d-
dimensional Lebesgue measure with normalising constant
Zd “
ż
Rd
expp´Ψdpξqq dξ ă 8 . (1.1)
Zig-Zag and BPS proceed by augmenting this space to include an independent velocity variable
taking values uniformly on a prescribed space Θ Ă Rd. Both algorithms define Piecewise deter-
ministic Markov dynamics which preserve this extended target distribution on the augmented
state space Ed “ Rd ˆ Θ. The difference between Zig-Zag and BPS lies in the choice of Θ and
the dynamics for moving between velocities.
For both algorithms we shall make use of independent standardised homogeneous Poisson
measures, N say, on R` ˆ R`, so that ErNpdt,dxqs “ dtdx. In our notations we will use a
superscript Z to indicate the Zig-Zag process, and a superscript B to refer to the Bouncy Particle
Sampler.
1.1.1 Zig-Zag sampler
For the Zig-Zag sampler the set of possible directions is given by
Θ “ Cd´1 :“ t´d´1{2,`d´1{2ud ,
with χd denoting the uniform distribution on Cd´1, and constructs a Markov chain on the state
space EZ,d “ Rd ˆ Cd´1. Here the scaling of the velocities is chosen such that Θ is a subset of
the unit sphere, to enable a more direct comparison with the Bouncy Particle Sampler later on.
Let λZ,d “ pλZ,d1 , . . . , λZ,dd q : EZ,d Ñ Rd`. The Zig-Zag sampler with the jump rate λZ,d generates
a Markov process txZ,dt “ pξZ,dt , vZ,dt qutě0 on EZ,d such that
ξZ,dt “ ξZ,d0 `
ż t
0
vZ,ds ds, pt ě 0q,
and vZ,dt “ pvZ,d1,t , . . . , vZ,dd,t q is defined by
vZ,di,t “ vZ,di,0 ´ 2
ż
r0,tsˆR`
vZ,di,s´ 1tzďλZ,di pxZ,ds´ qu N
ipds,dzq pt ě 0, i “ 1, . . . , dq
for independent Poisson processes N1, . . . Nd, where xZ,d0 “ pξZ,d0 , vZ,d0 q is an EZ,d-valued random
variable.
1.1.2 Bouncy Particle Sampler
For the Bouncy Particle Sampler the set of possible directions is given by
Θ :“ Sd´1 “ tx P Rd : }x}2 “ 1u
with ψd denoting the uniform distribution on Sd´1, and constructs a Markov chain on the state
space EB,d “ Rd ˆ Sd´1. Let κd : EB,d Ñ Sd´1 be a function and let λB,d : EB,d Ñ R`.
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Then BPS with the jump rate λB,d and the refreshment rate ρd ą 0 generates a Markov process
txB,dt “ pξB,dt , vB,dt qutě0 defined by
ξB,dt “ ξB,d0 `
ż t
0
vB,ds ds, pt ě 0q,
and vB,dt is defined by
vB,dt “ vB,d0 `
ż
r0,tsˆR`
pκdpxB,ds´ q ´ vB,ds´ q 1tzďλB,dpxB,ds´ qu Npds,dzq
`
ż
r0,tsˆSd´1
pu´ vB,ds´ q Rdpds,duq
where Rd is a homogeneous random measure which is independent from N with intensity measure
ErRdpds,duqs “ ρd ds ψdpduq.
The refreshment scheme was introduced by Bouchard-Côté et al. (2017). Without refreshment
the Bouncy Particle Sampler may not be ergodic in general. The refreshment rate using the
random measure Rd was referred to as restricted refreshment in Bouchard-Côté et al. (2017),
and other choices were also considered in that paper.
1.2 Finite dimensional properties
In this section we briefly review finite dimensional properties of the piecewise deterministic
processes. Here and elsewhere, we denote the d-dimensional Euclidean inner product by xx, yy “řd
i“1 xiyi and the norm by }x} “ pxx, xyq1{2.
Let Fipvq be the function that switches the sign of the i-th element of v P Cd´1. By Theorem
II.2.42 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003) and Proposition VII.1.7 of Revuz and Yor (1999), the
infinitesimal generator LZ,d of the Markov process corresponding to the Zig-Zag sampler is defined
by
pLZ,dϕqpξ, vq “
dÿ
i“1
Bϕ
Bξi pξ, vq vi `
dÿ
i“1
λZ,di pξ, vq pϕpξ, Fipvqq ´ ϕpξ, vqq
for ϕ : EZ,d Ñ R such that ϕp¨, vq P C10 pRdq pv P Cd´1q where C10 pRdq is the set of differentiable
functions with compact support. Let Ψd : Rd Ñ R` be a smooth function with (1.1). Set λZ,dpxq
so that λZ,di pξ, vq´λZ,di pξ, Fipvqq “ BiΨdpξqvi. As discussed in, for example, Bierkens et al. (2018,
2017), the Markov process corresponding to the Zig-Zag sampler is ΠZ,d-invariant.
The infinitesimal generator LB,d of the Markov process corresponding to the Bouncy Particle
Sampler is defined by
pLB,dϕqpξ, vq “ x∇ξϕpξ, vq, vy ` λB,dpξ, vq pϕpξ, κdpξ, vqq´ϕpξ, vqq` ρd
ˆż
ϕpξ, uqψdpduq ´ ϕpξ, vq
˙
for continuous functions ϕ : EB,d Ñ R satisfying ϕp¨, vq P C10 pRdq pv P Sd´1q. Here, ∇ξ “
pB{Bξiqi“1,...,d is the derivative operator and we will denote it by ∇ when there is no ambiguity.
We assume a constant refreshment rate, that is ρd ” ρ ą 0, and κd is a reflection function defined
by
κdpξ, vq “ v ´ 2x∇Ψ
dpξq, vy
}∇Ψdpξq}2 ∇Ψ
dpξq (1.2)
and finally λB,dpξ, vq “ maxtx∇Ψdpξq, vy, 0u. As discussed in, for example, Bouchard-Côté et al.
(2017), Deligiannidis et al. (2017) the Markov process corresponding to the Bouncy Particle
Sampler is ΠB,d invariant.
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1.3 Summary of the main results
In Section 2, we study the asymptotic properties of piecewise deterministic processes. This
section summarizes the main results in that section. For simplicity, all results in Section 2 assume
stationarity of processes, and to avoid technical difficulties, we only consider the standard normal
case, that is,
Ψdpξq “ }ξ}
2
2
.
In agreement with this assumption, the jump rate of the Zig-Zag sampler is
λZ,di pξ, vq “ maxtξivi, 0u “ pξiviq`, i “ 1, . . . , d, pξ, vq P EZ,d,
and the jump rate and the refreshment rate of the Bouncy Particle Sampler are
λB,dpξ, vq “ maxtxξ, vy, 0u “ xξ, vy`, ρdpξ, vq “ ρ ą 0, pξ, vq P EB,d,
and the reflection function satisfies (1.2). Analogous to Roberts et al. (1997), we focus on relevant
finite dimensional summary statistics. The angular momentum process, the negative log-target
density process and the first coordinate process are defined by
t ÞÑ xξt, vty, t ÞÑ d1{2pd´1}ξt}2 ´ 1q, t ÞÑ ξ1,t,
respectively, for both the Zig-Zag sampler and the Bouncy particle sampler. As dÑ8, the sta-
tionary distributions of these statistics converge to centered normal distributions (with variances
1, 2 and 1, respectively). We compare the convergence rates of the Zig-Zag sampler (ZZ) and the
Bouncy Particle Sampler (BPS) for these summary statistics. Table 1 summarizes the results.
Method Angular momentum Negative log-density 1st Coordinate
ZZ Opd1{2q (Thm. 2.2) Opd1{2q (Thm. 2.4) Opd1{2q (Thm. 2.5)
BPS Op1q (Thm. 2.6) Opdq (Thm. 2.8) Opdq (Thm. 2.10)
Table 1: Size of continuous time intervals required to obtain approximately independent samples
for the piecewise deterministic processes.
The computational effort per unit time of the processes is proportional to the number of
switches per unit time interval, multiplied by the computational effort per switch. For Zig-
Zag and BPS, these are as given in Table 2. These rely on efficient simulation for a Gaussian
stationary distribution (i.e. no rejected switches), as implemented in e.g. the R package RZigZag
(for Zig-Zag and BPS).
Method 7 events per unit time Comp. effort per event Combined effort per unit time
ZZ Opd1{2q (Cor. 2.3) Op1q Opd1{2q
BPS Op1q (Cor. 2.7) Opdq Opdq
Table 2: Computational effort of the piecewise deterministic processes.
In order to obtain the algorithmic complexity required to draw approximately independent
samples, we should multiply the required continuous time scaling with the computational com-
plexity per continuous time unit. By doing so, we obtain the algorithmic complexities of the ZZ
and BPS as listed in Table 3.
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Method Angular momentum Negative log-density 1st Coordinate
ZZ Opdq Opdq Opdq
BPS Opdq Opd2q Opd2q
Table 3: Algorithmic complexity to obtain approximately independent samples.
Analogous to Roberts et al. (1997), we also obtain the optimal choice of the refreshment
jump rate ρ. The limiting process of the negative log-target density of the BPS sampler is the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. The process attains the optimal convergence rate when the ratio
of the expected number of refreshment jumps to that of all jumps is approximately 0.7812 (see
Figure 1). This result may provide a practical criterion for selecting the refreshment rate.
Asymptotic limit results illustrate some similarities and differences with the Metropolis-
Hastings (MH) algorithm. Typically, high-dimensional limiting processes of MH algorithms
are diffusions Roberts et al. (1997), Roberts and Rosenthal (2001). In contrast, the first two
summary statistics processes of ZZ converge to a non-Markovian Gaussian processes and the 1st
coordinate process of ZZ and the angular momentum process of BPS have pure jump process
limits. At the same time, like MH algorithms, our results show that the piecewise determin-
istic processes can exhibit diffusive behaviour. In particular the latter two summary statistics
processes for BPS have diffusion limits.
In this paper, we only consider the standard normal distribution. As in Roberts et al.
(1997), it may not be hard to establish similar results for the target distributions with product
form
śd
i“1 F pdξiq, where F is a probability measure on R. However, for non-product target
distributions, especially for strongly correlated distributions such as in Kamatani (2018) the
convergence rates could be different. This remains a topic of active research.
2 High-dimensional properties
We analyse high-dimension properties of the Zig-Zag and BPS samplers. Throughout in this
paper, we assume strong stationarity of the Markov processes. Our first main objective is the
analysis of the angular momentum processes
SZ,dt “ xξZ,dd1{2t, vZ,dd1{2ty, SB,dt “ xξB,dt , vB,dt y.
The behaviour of the angular momentum processes illustrates the dissimilarity of the Zig-Zag
and BPS samplers. In particular, we introduced a time scaling t ÞÑ d1{2t only for the Zig-Zag
sampler.
The angular momentum processes do not completely capture the asymptotic properties of the
Markov processes. For the understanding of long-time properties, it is more natural to consider
the behavior of the negative log-target density. Observe that there is an interesting connection
between the angular momentum process and the negative log-target density processes:
d}ξZ,dt }2 “ 2SZ,dd´1{2t dt, d}ξB,dt } “ 2SB,dt dt.
Additionally we will study the number of switches (jumps)ÿ
0ďtďT
1t∆SZ,dt ‰0u,
ÿ
0ďtďT
1t∆SB,dt ‰0u
up to T ą 0, where ∆Xt “ Xt ´ Xt´. Finally, we will check the convergence rates for the
coordinate processes.
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Remark 2.1 (Proof strategy). In the high-dimensional MCMC literature, as in Roberts et al.
(1997), the Trotter-Kato type approach is the most popular which uses convergence of generators
to prove convergence of Markov processes. Classical literature is Ethier and Kurtz (1986). In
this paper, we closely follow the semimartingale characteristics approach taken in Jacod and
Shiryaev (2003), which is natural to the non-Markovian processes which arise in our analysis.See
Section IX.2a of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003) for the connection between the two approaches.
2.1 Asymptotic limit of the Zig-Zag sampler
In this section, we study the asymptotic properties of the Zig-Zag sampler. All the proofs
are postponed to Appendix A. To state the first results, we introduce a stationary piecewise
deterministic jump process
Tt “ T0 ` t´ 2
ż
r0,tsˆR`
Ts´ 1tzďTs´u Npds,dzq (2.1)
with T0 „ N p0, 1q. The process has the infinitesimal generator
Gfpxq “ f 1pxq ` x`pfp´xq ´ fpxqq. (2.2)
Therefore N p0, 1q is the invariant distribution of T “ pTtqtě0 by Proposition 4.9.2 of Ethier and
Kurtz (1986). In particular, T is a strictly stationary process. Set
Kps, tq “ ErTsTts. (2.3)
This covariance kernel will play an important role in this work. Some properties are collected in
Proposition 2.13.
Our first result is the asymptotic limit of the angular momentum process SZ,d “ pSZ,dt qtě0.
The sequence of the angular momentum processes is tight due to the time scaling t ÞÑ d1{2t.
The limiting process is a non-Markovian Gaussian process, unlike most of the scaling limit
results related to Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. We also discuss sample path continuity.
See (Karatzas and Shreve, 1991, Eq (2.2.8)) or Section A.1 for the definition of local α-Hölder
continuity.
Theorem 2.2. The process SZ,d converges to SZ “ pSZt qtě0 in distribution in Skorohod topology
where SZ is the non-Markovian stationary Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance function
Kps, tq. The Gaussian process is locally α-Hölder continuous for any α P p0, 1{2q, but it is not
locally α-Hölder continuous for any α ě 1{2.
The second result concerns the number of switches for the Zig-Zag process, indicating the
computational cost of the process. The following results shows that the process SZ,d, the number
of switches per unit time is Opdq.
Corollary 2.3. The number of switches of SZ,d over a time interval r0, T s scaled by d´1 satisfies
d´1
ÿ
0ďtďT
1t∆SZ,dt ‰0u ÝÑ
T?
2pi
in probability as dÑ8
for any T ą 0.
The third result is the analysis of the negative log-target density process. As for the angular
momentum process, the limiting process is a non-Markovian Gaussian process. We also discuss
the sample path property. We call a process differentiable if there is a modification such that
each path is differentiable almost surely. See Section A.3 for the definition.
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Theorem 2.4. The negative log-density process
Y Z,dt :“
?
d
˜
}ξZ,d
d1{2t}2
d
´ 1
¸
converges to a stationary Gaussian process Y Z with mean 0 and covariance function
Lps, tq “ 2´ 2
ż t
s
ż t
s
Kpu, vqdudv.
Moreover the Gaussian process Y Z is differentiable with respect to the time index t.
Finally we consider the first coordinates of ξ. Let
pikpξq “ pidkpξq “ pξ1, . . . , ξkq for ξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξdq P Rd,
denote the operation of taking the first k components of a d-dimensional vector. Let φkpxq be
the density of the k-dimensional standard normal distribution N p0, Ikq.
Theorem 2.5. For any k P N and d ě k, the law of the process ZZ,d,kt :“ pikpξZ,dd1{2tq does not
depend on d, and ZZ,d,k is an ergodic process. In particular, for any N p0, Ikq-integrable function
f : Rk Ñ R, we have
1
T
ż T
0
fpZZ,d,kt q dt ÝÑ
ż
Rk
fpxqφkpxqdx in probability as T Ñ8.
2.2 Asymptotic limit of the Bouncy Particle Sampler
In this section, we study the asymptotic properties of the Bouncy Particle Sampler. All the proofs
are postponed to Appendix B. The limiting process of the angular momentum is represented as
SBt “ SB0 ` t´ 2
ż
r0,tsˆR`
SBs´ 1tzďSBs´u Npds,dzq `
ż
r0,tsˆR
pz ´ SBs´q Rpds,dzq (2.4)
where R is the random measure with the intensity measure
ErRpds,dzqs “ ρ ds φpzqdz
where φ denotes the N p0, 1q density function. The process SB “ pSBt qtě0 has the infinitesimal
generator
Hfpxq “ f 1pxq ` x`pfp´xq ´ fpxqq ` ρ
ˆż
R
φpyqfpyqdy ´ fpxq
˙
. (2.5)
The process is N p0, 1q-invariant by Proposition 4.9.2 of Ethier and Kurtz (1986).
Theorem 2.6. The process SB,d converges in law to SB.
In fact, if ρ “ 0, then the law of SB,d is identical to the law of SB for any d P N. Indeed, say
gpξ, vq “ fpxξ, vyq for pξ, vq P EB,d. Then (without refreshment), for s “ xξ, vy,
LB,dgpξ, vq “ xv,∇ξgpξ, vqy ` xξ, vy`pgpξ,´vq ´ gpξ, vqq
“ f 1pxξ, vyqxv, vy ` xξ, vy`pfp´xξ, vyq ´ fpxξ, vyqq
“ f 1psq ` psq`pfp´sq ´ fpsqq,
which establishes that if ρ “ 0, then SB,d is a Markov process with generator H.
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Corollary 2.7. The expected number of switches of SB,d over a time interval r0, T s does not
depend on d and is given by
E
« ÿ
0ďtďT
1t∆SB,dt ‰0u
ff
“ T
ˆ
1?
2pi
` ρ
˙
.
Unlike the Zig-Zag sampler, the number of switches are random even in the limit d Ñ 8.
This is the reason why we consider expectation rather than the limit in Corollary 2.7. Note that
each switch changes all components of the direction v. On the other hand, the Zig-Zag sampler
only changes one component in each switch.
Theorem 2.8. The normalized negative log-target density process
Y B,dt :“
?
d
˜
}ξB,ddt }2
d
´ 1
¸
converges to the stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process Y B such that
dY Bt “ ´σpρq
2
4
Y Bt dt` σpρq dWt
where
σpρq2 :“ 8
ż 8
0
e´ρsKps, 0qds
with Kps, 0q defined in (2.3), and where pWtqtě0 is the one-dimensional standard Wiener process.
The speed of convergence of the negative log-target density process is determined by σpρq,
and the speed is optimized when σpρq assumes its maximum.
Proposition 2.9. The continuous function σpρq2 satisfies
lim
ρÑ`0σpρq
2 “ 8
ż 8
0
Kps, 0qds “ 0, lim
ρÑ`8σpρq
2 “ 0.
In particular, there exists ρ˚ P p0,8q such that σpρ˚q2 “ supρPp0,8q σpρq2.
The covariance function Kpt, 0q and the diffusion coefficients σpρq2 do not admit simple
expressions. These functions can be written as infinite sums of convolutions, and numerical
evaluation is difficult. On the other hand, simple Monte Carlo calculations yield good estimates
of these functions (Figure 1). The Monte Carlo estimates also provide that the optimal choice
of ρ˚ is around 1.424. The ratio of the expected number of the refreshment jumps to that of
overall jumps is
ρ˚
1?
2pi
` ρ˚ « 0.7812.
Note that the choice of ρ is not scale invariant, that is, if we apply the target distribution with
the negative log-density Ψdpξq “ }ξ}2{p2γ2q, the optimal choice depends on γ ą 0. However the
above jump ratio does not depend on the scale.
Theorem 2.10. For any k P N, the process ZB,d,k “ pZB,d,kt qtě0 defined by ZB,d,kt :“ pikpξB,ddt q
converges to the stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process ZB,k satisfying the SDE
dZB,kt “ ´ρ´1ZB,kt dt`
a
2ρ´1 dW kt
8
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Figure 1: Monte Carlo estimated values of the covariance function Kpt, 0q (left) and the diffusion
coefficient σpρq2 (right).
for k P N where W k is the k-dimensional standard Wiener process. In particular, any bounded
continuous function f : Rk Ñ R, we have
1
T
ż T
0
fpZB,d,kt qdt ÝÑd,TÑ8
ż
Rk
fpxqφkpxqdx in probability. (2.6)
Note that (2.6) is a double limit. In other words, for all ε ą 0 and γ ą 0, there is a K ą 0
such that for all d ą K, T ą K,
P
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1T
ż T
0
fpZB,d,kt qdt´
ż
Rk
fpxqφkpxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ą γ
¸
ă ε.
This means that the limits with respect to d and T can be freely interchanged. The robustness of
the result in terms of the choice of d and T is important for Markov chain Monte Carlo analysis
since the practitioner may use T “ d2 or T “ d10, or even T “ ?d.
2.3 Some properties of the limiting processes
In this section, we study the ergodic properties of the limiting processes SB and T . All the
proofs are postponed to Appendix C. First we show the existence and uniqueness of the solution
of (2.1) and (2.4) starting from T0 “ x P R and SB0 “ x P R.
By Proposition II.1.14 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003) (see also III.1.24), there are stopping
times 0 ă τ1 ă τ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ with Fτn -measurable random variables Zn pn ě 1q such that
Npdt, dzq “
ÿ
ně1
1tτnă8uδpτn,Znqpdt,dzq.
As in Theorem IV.9.1 of Ikeda and Watanabe (1989), we can construct a unique solution in the
time interval r0, τ1s for (2.1) by
Tt “
"
x` t 0 ď t ă τ1
Tτ1´ ` 1tZnďTτ1´up´2Tτ1´q t “ τ1.
Similarly, we can construct a unique solution in the time interval r0, τns for any n P N, and hence
Tt is determined globally.
For (2.4), in the same way, there are stopping times 0 ă σ1 ă σ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ with Fσn -measurable
random variables Wn pn ě 1q such that LpWn|Fσn´q “ N p0, 1q and
Rpdt, dxq “
ÿ
ně1
1tσnă8uδpσn,Wnqpdt,dxq.
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Then we can construct the unique solution in time interval r0, σ1s by
SBt “
" Tt 0 ď t ă σ1
W1 t “ σ1.
Then, the process pSBt qtPrσ1,σ2s proceeds according to (2.1) up to time σ2´ starting from SBσ1 “
W1 in the same way as above. By iterating this procedure, we can construct a unique solution
in time interval r0, σns for any n P N, and hence SBt is determined globally.
Let ψ be a σ-finite measure on a measurable space pE, Eq. Then a continuous time Markov
process Xt is said to be (ψ-)irreducible if
ψpAq ą 0 ùñ ExrηAs ą 0 p@x P Eq
where ηA is the occupation time defined by
ηA “
ż 8
0
1tXtPAudt.
A simple sufficient condition for ψ-irreducibility is
ψpAq ą 0 ùñ Ptpx,Aq “: PxpXt P Aq ą 0 p@x P E, t ě T q
for some T ą 0 which is also a sufficient condition for aperiodicity of the Markov process. A
measurable set C P E is said to be small if there exists t ą 0,  ą 0 and a probability measure ν
such that
Ptpx,Aq ě  νpAq p@x P C, @A P Eq.
This Markov process is said to be V -uniformly ergodic if there exists a probability measure Π, a
constant γ P p0, 1q, C ą 0 and V : E Ñ r1,8q such that
}Ptpx, ¨q ´Π}V ď CV pxqγt,
where
}ν}V :“ sup
f :EÑR
|fpxq|ďV pxq
ˇˇˇˇż
E
fpxqνpdxq
ˇˇˇˇ
.
A simple Foster-Lyapunov type drift condition was established by Down et al. (1995). By using
their results the following can be proved.
Theorem 2.11. The Markov process SB is irreducible, aperiodic and any compact set is a small
set. Moreover, it is V -uniformly ergodic for V pxq “ 1` x2.
Theorem 2.12. The Markov process T is irreducible, aperiodic and any compact set is a small
set. Moreover, it is V -uniformly ergodic for some e|x| ď V pxq ď 2e|x|.
Since the process T only changes the sign of the process in each jump time, by Itô’s formula,
it satisfies
T 2t ´ T 20 “ 2
ż t
0
Tsds, and |Tt| ´ |T0| “
ż t
0
sgnpTsqds, (2.7)
where sgnpxq is the sign of x P R. Moreover, the following result summarizes some properties of
the covariance kernel of T . See also Figure 1.
Proposition 2.13. The covariance function Kps, tq “ ErTsTts of T satisfiesż 8
0
Kps, 0qds “ 0 (2.8)
and
BtKpt, 0q|t“0 “ ´4φp0q “ ´2
c
2
pi
, B2tKpt, 0q|t“0 “ 1. (2.9)
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A The convergence of the Zig-Zag sampler
A.1 Proof of Theorem 2.2
Let SZ “ pSZt qtě0 be a Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance Kps, tq “ ErTsTts where
T is defined in (2.1). Firstly, we prove that the Gaussian process SZ is not a Markov process,
although T is a Markov process.
Lemma A.1. The stationary Gaussian process SZ is not a Markov process.
Proof. By Theorem V.8.1 of Doob (1953) together with the continuity of t ÞÑ Kpt, 0q, if SZ is a
Markov process, then
Kpt, 0q “ e´ct
for some c P R. Therefore, the first and the second derivatives of Kpt, 0q at t “ 0 are ´c and
c2 with respectively. However, this is impossible by derivatives calculated in Proposition 2.13.
Thus the process SZ is not a Markov process.
Next we prove convergence of SZ,d. We denote the space of continuous and càdlàg functions
on r0,8q by Cr0,8q and Dr0,8q, respectively. A sequence of Dr0,8q-valued processes Xd “
pXdt qtě0 is called C-tight if it is tight and any limit point is in Cr0,8q with probability 1. By
Corollary VI.3.33 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003), if Xd and Y d are C-tight, then pXdt ` Y dt qtě0 is
C-tight. On the other hand, the sum of tight sequence of processes is not tight in general.
Lemma A.2. The process SZ,d converges to SZ.
Proof. Observe that SZ,dt “ d´1{2
řd
i“1 T di,t where
T di,t “ d1{2 ξZ,di,d1{2t vZ,di,d1{2t. (A.1)
By construction, the stochastic processes pT di,tqtě0 pi “ 1, . . . , dq are independent and identically
distributed. Furthermore, we show that pT di,tqtě0 has the same law as that of T defined in (2.1).
By Itô’s rule, we have
ξZ,di,t v
Z,d
i,t ´ ξZ,di,0 vZ,di,0 “
ż t
0
|vZ,di,s |2ds´ 2
ż
r0,tsˆR`
ξZ,di,s´v
Z,d
i,s´1tzďξZ,di,s´vZ,di,s´uN
ipds,dzq
“ t d´1 ´ 2
ż
r0,tsˆR`
ξZ,di,s´v
Z,d
i,s´1tzďξZ,di,s´vZ,di,s´uN
ipds,dzq.
Then we replace t by d1{2t:
ξZ,d
i,d1{2tv
Z,d
i,d1{2t ´ ξZ,di,0 vZ,di,0 “ t d´1{2 ´ 2
ż
r0,d1{2tsˆR`
ξZ,di,s´v
Z,d
i,s´1tzďξZ,di,s´vZ,di,s´uN
ipds,dzq
“ t d´1{2 ´ 2
ż
r0,tsˆR`
ξZ,d
i,d1{2s´v
Z,d
i,d1{2s´1tzďξZ,d
i,d1{2s´v
Z,d
i,d1{2s´u
N˜ ipds,dzq
where N˜ i is the homogeneous Poisson measure with the intensity measure ErN˜ ipds,dzqs “
d1{2ds dz. Therefore if we multiply d1{2 and replace z by d´1{2z, we get
T di,t “ T di,0 ` t´ 2
ż
r0,tsˆR`
T di,s´1tzďT di,s´uN
1ipds,dzq, T di,0 „ N p0, 1q.
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Here, N 11, . . . , N 1d are independent homogeneous Poisson measures with the intensity measure
dsdz. Thus pT di,tqtě0 pi “ 1, . . . , dq are independent processes and have the same law as that of
T .
By using the fact, we prove tightness of the sequence of processes pSZ,dt qtPr0,T s for each T ą 0.
By (2.7), we have
sup
0ďt,uďT
|Tu ´ Tt| ď 2 sup
0ďtďT
|Tt| ď 2|T0| ` 2T.
Observe that any moments of the right-hand side of the above inequality exist since T0 „ Np0, 1q.
By using this bound, for the Poisson random measure Npdt, dzq, we haveÿ
tăvďu
1t∆Tv‰0u “
ż
pt,usˆR`
1tzďTs´uNpds,dzq ď NpAq
where A “ pt, us ˆ r0, |T0| ` T s. Let λ “ |u´ t|p|T0| ` T q. Then we have
PpNpAq ě 1q “ 1´ e´λ ď λ, PpNpAq ě 2q “ 1´ e´λ ´ λe´λ ď λ2.
Since if there is no jump, Tt has the deterministic move, and we haveÿ
tăvďu
1t∆Tv‰0u “ 0 ùñ Tu ´ Ts “ u´ s.
Hence if t ď u ď T , we have
E
“pTu ´ Ttq2‰ “ E«pTu ´ Ttq2, ÿ
tăvďu
1t∆Tv‰0u “ 0
ff
` E
«
pTu ´ Ttq2,
ÿ
tăvďu
1t∆Tv‰0u ě 1
ff
ď |u´ t|2 ` Erp2|T0| ` 2T q2 ˆ λs
ď C|u´ t|
for some C ą 0. On the other hand, if s ď t ď u ď Tÿ
săvďu
1t∆Tv‰0u “ 1 ùñ
ÿ
săvďt
1t∆Tv‰0u “ 0 or
ÿ
tăvďu
1t∆Tv‰0u “ 0
and hence ÿ
săvďu
1t∆Tv‰0u “ 1 ùñ pTu ´ Ttq2pTt ´ Tsq2 ď |u´ s|2p2|T0| ` 2T q2.
Therefore,
E
“pTu ´ Ttq2pTt ´ Tsq2‰ “ E«pTu ´ Ttq2pTt ´ Tsq2, ÿ
tăvďu
1t∆Tv‰0u “ 0
ff
` E
«
pTu ´ Ttq2pTt ´ Tsq2,
ÿ
tăvďu
1t∆Tv‰0u “ 1
ff
` E
«
pTu ´ Ttq2pTt ´ Tsq2,
ÿ
tăvďu
1t∆Tv‰0u ě 2
ff
ď |u´ s|4 ` |u´ s|2Erp2|T0| ` 2T q2s ` Erp2|T0| ` 2T q4 ˆ λ2s
ď C|u´ s|2
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for some C ą 0. These inequalities imply the conditions (i, ii) in Theorem 2 of Hahn (1978).
Therefore, by Theorem 2 of Hahn (1978), we have central limit theorems for the sum of the
copies of pTtqtPr0,T s. In particular, pSZ,dt qtPr0,T s is tight.
On the other hand, for any 0 ď t1 ă t2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tk, any k-dimensional random variable
pSZ,dt1 , . . . , SZ,dtk q “ d´1{2
dÿ
i“1
pT di,t1 , . . . , T di,tkq
converges to a normal distribution by the central limit theorem since the random variables
pT di,t1 , . . . , T di,tkq pi “ 1, . . . , dq are independent and have the same law as that of pTt1 , . . . , Ttkq.
Hence pSZ,dt qtPr0,T s converges to pSZt qtPr0,T s by Lemma VI.3.19 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003).
Then the convergence of pSZ,dt qtě0 to pSZt qtě0 also follows from Theorem 16.7 of Billingsley
(1999).
We call a Dr0,8q-valued processes X “ pXtqtě0 locally α-Hölder continuous if there is a
Cr0,8q-valued process X˜ with the same law as that of X such that there exists δ ą 0, hpωq ą 0
and
P
˜
ω P Ω : sup
|u´v|ďhpωq,0ďu,vďT
|X˜upωq ´ X˜vpωq|
|u´ v|α ď δ
¸
“ 1
for any T ą 0.
Lemma A.3. SZ is locally α-Hölder continuous for α P p0, 1{2q but it is not locally α-Hölder
continuous for any α ě 1{2.
Proof. The mean zero Gaussian process SZ satisfies SZt „ N p0, 1q and SZt ´ SZ0 „ N p0, σptq2q
where
σptq2 :“ ErpSZt ´ SZ0 q2s “ ErpSZt q2s ` ErpSZ0 q2s ´ 2ErSZt SZ0 s “ 2´ 2Kpt, 0q.
Observe that σ2p0q “ 0. By Proposition 2.13 we have
σptq2
t
“ σptq
2 ´ σ2p0q
t
“ ´2Kpt, 0q ´Kp0, 0q
t
ÝÑtÑ0 ´2BtKpt, 0q|t“0 “ 8φp0q,
and in particular, for sufficiently small h ą 0, we have a local bound ct ď |σptq2| ď Ct p0 ď t ď hq
for some c, C ą 0. On the other hand, since we have σptq2 ď 2ErpSZt q2 ` pSZ0 q2s “ 4, there is a
global bound |σptq2| ď Ct pt ě 0q for some constant C ą 0. Therefore, the p2nq-th moment of
SZt ´ SZ0 „ N p0, σptq2q is
E
“|SZt ´ SZ0 |2n‰ “ p2n´ 1q!! |σptq2|n ď C|t|n
for some C ą 0 for any n P N. Thus, local α-Hölder continuity for any α P p0, 1{2q follows from
Kolmogorov-Čentsov’s theorem (Theorem 2.2.8 of Karatzas and Shreve (1991)).
On the other hand, by Proposition 2.13, the second derivative of Kpt, 0q around t “ 0 is
positive and hence σptq2 is concave around t “ 0. Therefore, by Slepian’s lemma (Theorem
7.2.10 of Marcus and Rosen (2006)), we have
lim
tÑ0 sup|u´v|ďt,0ďu,vď1
|SZu pωq ´ SZv pωq|a
2σ2pu´ vq logp1{|u´ v|q ě 1
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almost surely. If SZ is locally 1{2-Hölder continuous, then there exists a process S˜Z, with the
same law as SZ, such that for t ě 0, and for some δ ą 0,
|S˜Zt`hpωq ´ S˜Zt pωq|a
2σ2phq logp1{|h|q ď δ
|h|1{2a
2c|h| logp1{|h|q
for sufficiently small h. Since the right hand side converges to 0, S˜Z and SZ can not be locally
1{2-Hölder continuous with probability 1.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The claim follows by Lemmas A.1-A.3.
A.2 Proof of Corollary 2.3
Proof of Corollary 2.3. The convergence of the switching rate comes from the law of large num-
bers. Observe that
d´1
ÿ
0ďtďT
1t∆SZ,dt ‰0u “ d
´1
dÿ
i“1
ÿ
0ďtďT
1t∆T di,t‰0u
where pT di,tqtě0 pi “ 1, . . . , dq are independent copies of (2.1). Therefore, by the law of large
numbers, we have
d´1
ÿ
0ďtďT
1t∆Sdt‰0u ÝÑdÑ8 E
« ÿ
0ďtďT
1t∆Tt‰0u
ff
“ E
«ż
r0,T sˆR`
1tzďTtudzdt
ff
“
ż T
0
ErTt` sdt “ T?
2pi
by Tt „ N p0, 1q, where we used the fact that T is ergodic by Theorem 2.12.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 2.4
We call a Dr0,8q-valued processes X differentiable with respect to the time index t if there is
a Cr0,8q-valued process X˜ with the same law as that of X and another Cr0,8q-valued process
pBX˜tpωqqtě0 on the same probability space as that of X˜ such that
P
˜
ω P Ω : lim
hÑ0
X˜t`hpωq ´ X˜tpωq
h
“ BX˜tpωq, @t P p0, T q
¸
“ 1
for any T ą 0.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. The map pαtqtě0 ÞÑ p
şt
0
αsdsqtě0 from Dr0,8q to Cr0,8q is continuous.
Also, by Theorem 2.2, the sequence SZ,d converges in law to SZ. Therefore, the sequence of
processes pY Z,dt ´ Y Z,d0 qtě0 pd P Nq is C-tight since
Y Z,dt ´ Y Z,d0 “ d´1{2p}ξZ,dd1{2t}2 ´ }ξZ,d0 }2q
“ 2d´1{2
ż d1{2t
0
SZ,d
d´1{2udu
“ 2
ż t
0
SZ,du du ÝÑdÑ8 2
ż t
0
SZudu (A.2)
in distribution in Skorohod topology. Also, ξZ,d0 „ Ndp0, Idq and we have
Y Z,d0 “
?
d
˜
}ξZ,d0 }2
d
´ 1
¸
ùñdÑ8 N p0, 2q.
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Thus pY Z,dt qtě0 “ ppY Z,dt ´ Y Z,d0 q ` Y Z,d0 qtě0 is C-tight. On the other hand, by the finite di-
mensional central limit theorem, pY Z,dt1 , Y Z,dt2 , . . . , Y Z,dtk q converges in distribution to some normal
distribution for any k P N and any t1 ă . . . ă tk, since
pY Z,dt1 , Y Z,dt2 , . . . , Y Z,dtk q “
?
d
˜}ξZ,d
d1{2t1
}2
d
´ 1, . . . , }ξ
Z,d
d1{2tk
}2
d
´ 1
¸
“ ?d´1
dÿ
i“1
´
}ξZ,d
i,d1{2t1
}2 ´ 1, . . . , }ξZ,d
i,d1{2tk
}2 ´ 1
¯
“: ?d´1
dÿ
i“1
Udi
and Udi pi “ 1, . . . , d, d P Nq are mean 0 and independent and identically distributed since every
component of ξZ,d is an independent Zig-Zag process due to the decoupling of the switching rate.
Thus by Lemma VI.3.19 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003), Y Z,d converges to a Gaussian process,
which will be denoted by Y Z with a covariance function denoted by Lps, tq. Since the covariance
function of Y Z,d and Y Z are the same, and dY Z,dt “ 2SZ,dt dt, we have
Lps, tq “ ErY Z,ds Y Z,dt s
“ 1
2
´
ErpY Z,ds q2s ` ErpY Z,dt q2s ´ ErpY Z,ds ´ Y Z,dt q2s
¯
“ 1
2
˜
4´ 4E
«"ż t
s
SZ,du du
*2ff¸
“ 2´ 2
ż t
s
ż t
s
ErSZ,du SZ,dv sdudv.
Furthermore, since the covariance function of SZ,d and T are the same, we have
Lps, tq “ 2´ 2
ż t
s
ż t
s
ErTuTvsdudv “ 2´ 2
ż t
s
ż t
s
Kpu, vqdudv.
Finally, since pY Zt ´Y Z0 qtě0 and p2
şt
0
SZuduqtě0 have the same law by (A.2) and the latter process
is differentiable, the process Y Z is also differentiable with the time index t.
A.4 Proof of Theorem 2.5
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let pξZt qtě0 be the process such that ξZ0 „ N p0, 1q and vZ0 are independent
and PpvZ0 “ `1q “ PpvZ0 “ ´1q “ 1{2 and
ξZt “ ξZ0 `
ż t
0
vZs ds pt ě 0q,
and
vZt “ vZ0 ´ 2
ż
r0,tsˆR`
vZs´ 1tzďξZs´qu Npds,dzq pt ě 0q
where Npdt, dxq is the homogeneous Poisson measure with the intensity measure dt dx. The
process pξZt qtě0 was studied extensively by Bierkens and Duncan (2017). In particular, it is
ergodic by Proposition 2.2 of Bierkens and Duncan (2017). Therefore, for k P N, if pξZi,tqtě0 pi “
1, . . . , kq are independent copies of pξZt qtě0, we have
1
T
ż T
0
fpξZ1,t, . . . , ξZk,tqdt ÝÑTÑ8
ż
Rk
fpxqφkpxqdx (A.3)
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almost surely, where f : Rk Ñ R is a Nkp0, Ikq-integrable function.
On the other hand, the processes pξZ,d
k,d1{2tqtě0 pk P t1, . . . , du, d P Nq are independent and
identically distributed with the same law as that of pξZt qtě0. Since
1
Td1{2
ż Td1{2
0
fppikpξZ,dt qqdt “ 1T
ż T
0
fpξZ,d
1,d1{2t, . . . , ξ
Z,d
k,d1{2tqdt
has the same law as that of the left-hand side of (A.3), the claim follows.
B The convergence of the Bouncy Particle Sampler
B.1 Some preliminary results
B.1.1 Some remarks on semimartingale characteristics and majoration hypothesis
As commented at the end of Section 2.3, we use Martingale problem approach to show scaling
limit results instead of the classical Trotter-Kato approach. For this approach, we need some
knowledge on semimartingale theory. A nice introduction to semimartingale theory can be
found in Chapters I and II of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003). Our notation will generally follow
this reference. A semimartingale X “ pXtqtě0, is called locally square-integrable if it has the
canonical decomposition
Xt “ X0 `Mt `B1t, t ě 0,
such that M “ pMtqtě0 is locally square-integrable local martingale, and B1 “ pB1tqtě0 is pre-
dictable process with finite variation (see Definition II.2.27). We consider the convergence of a
sequence of semimartingales. We prove the convergence by using the so-called modified charac-
teristics pB1, C˜ 1, νq. We briefly explain the modified characteristics for locally square-integrable
semimartingale. Note that as in Section IX.3b.2, for a locally square-integrable semimartingale,
we can treat the modified characteristics without truncation function hpxq in Definition II.2.16.
The process B1 was already introduced. We denote µX for the random measure associated
to the jumps of X, that is,
µXpω; dt, dxq “
ÿ
są0
1t∆Xspωq‰0uδps,∆Xspωqqpdt,dxq.
The random measure νpω; dt, dxq is the intensity measure of the random measure µX , and C˜ 1 “
pC˜ 1tqtě0 is the predictable quadratic variation of M . We also denote C for the predictable
quadratic variation of the continuous part of X, but in this section, C ” 0 since the processes
SB and SB,d do not have continuous martingale parts.
For example, the Markov process SB defined in (2.4) has the following decomposition. By
the definition for the stochastic integral with respect to random measures (Section II.1d), the
square integrable martingale part is
Mt “MtpSBq “ ´2
ż
r0,tsˆR`
SBs´ 1tzďSBs´u tNpds,dzq ´ dsdzu
`
ż
r0,tsˆR
pz ´ SBs´q tRpds,dzq ´ ρ ds φpzqdzu .
The predictable process part is
B1t “ B1tpSBq “ t´ 2
ż t
0
 pSBs q`(2 ds´ ρ ż t
0
SBs ds, (B.1)
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which is the sum of the deterministic part t and the intensity measure of the random measure
part. By Theorem II.1.33, the predictable quadratic variation of M is
C˜ 1tpSBq :“ 4
ż t
0
 pSBs q`(3 ds` ρ ż t
0
`
1` pSBs q2
˘
ds.
The random measure µ “ µSB is defined by the integral form
gpxq ˚ µt :“
ż
gpxqµtpdxq
:“
ż
r0,tsˆR`
gp´2SBs´q1tzďSBs´uNpds,dzq `
ż
r0,tsˆR
`
gpz ´ SBs q
˘
Rpds,dzq
where g : RÑ r0,8q is a continuous bounded function. The random measure νpω; dt,dxq is its
compensator which is defined by
gpxq ˚ νt :“
ż
gpxqνtpdxq :“
ż t
0
gp´2SBs qpSBs q`ds` ρ
ż t
0
ż
R
`
gpz ´ SBs´q
˘
ds φpzqdz. (B.2)
By this decomposition SB is also a homogeneous jump process in the sense of Section III.2c,
where bpxq “ 1´ 2px`q2 ´ ρx, cpxq ” 0, and Kpx,dyq “ px`qδt´2xupdyq ` ρ φpy ´ xqdy.
On the other hand, the process SB,d is not a Markov process, and has the expression
SB,dt “ SB,d0 ` t´ 2
ż
r0,tsˆR`
SB,ds´ 1tzďSB,ds´ uNpds,dzq `
ż
r0,tsˆSd´1
´
xξB,ds , uy ´ SB,ds´
¯
Rdpds,duq,
(B.3)
by Itô’s formula. We denote pB1d, C˜ 1d, νdq for the modified characteristics of SB,d. As in the
above example, we have
B1dt :“ t´ 2
ż t
0
 pSB,ds q`(2 ds´ ρ ż t
0
SB,ds ds,
C˜ 1dt :“ 4
ż t
0
 pSB,ds q`(3 ds` ρ ż t
0
ˆ}ξB,ds }2
d
` pSB,ds q2
˙
ds,
and
gpxq ˚ νdt :“
ż
gpxqνdt pdxq :“
ż t
0
gp´2SB,ds qpSB,ds q`ds` ρ
ż t
0
ż
Sd´1
g
`xξB,ds , uy ´ SB,ds ˘ dsψdpduq
for a continuous bounded function g.
Finally, we introduce strong majorization property which is important to prove tightness of
the sequence of processes. For two increasing processes X “ pXtqtě0, Y “ pYtqtě0, X strongly
majorizes Y if X ´ Y “ pXt ´ Ytqtě0 is an increasing process; see (Jacod and Shiryaev, 2003,
Definition VI.3.34). We denote Y ă X if X strongly majorizes Y .
B.1.2 Some remark on spherically symmetric distribution
Some of the characteristics of semimartingales SB,d and Y B,d are written by the expectation of
Ud which will be defined in (B.4), and Ud will be approximated by a Gaussian random variable.
We will quantify this approximation error by the result in Diaconis and Freedman (1987).
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As mentioned above, we need to show that
Ud :“ d1{2xe, vy, (B.4)
where v „ ψd and e is a unit vector, converges to the standard normal distribution and we need
to quantify the approximation error. The distribution is extensively studied by Diaconis and
Freedman (1987). For example, since |xe, vy|2 follows the Dirichlet distribution with parameters
1{2 and pd´ 1q{2, we have
E
“|Ud|α‰ “ dα{2Bpα`12 , d´12 q
Bp 12 , d´12 q
ÝÑdÑ8 Γp
α`1
2 q
Γp 12 q
2α{2 (B.5)
for α ą ´1, where we used Stirling’s approximation. Moreover,
}LpUdq ´N p0, 1q}TV “ Op1{dq (B.6)
for }ν}TV “ sup |
ş
hpxqνpdxq| where the supremum is evaluated over those measurable function
hpxq bounded above by 1. Since the expectations in the semimartingale characteristics are not
bounded functions, we need the following proposition to quantify the approximation error.
Proposition B.1. For any  ą 0, k P N and W „ N p0, 1q,
sup
|hpxq|ďp1`|x|qk
ˇˇ
ErhpUdqs ´ ErhpW qsˇˇ “ Opd´1q. (B.7)
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume  P p0, 1{2q. Let |hpxq| ď p1` |x|qk. To apply
(B.6), we consider a bounded modification
ha “ hpxq 1t|hpxq|ďau
for a ą 0. Then ˇˇ
ErhdpUdqs ´ ErhdpW qs
ˇˇ ď d}LpUdq ´N p0, 1q}TV “ Opd´1q.
By Markov’s inequality, the error due to the modification of hpUdq isˇˇ
ErhdpUdqs ´ ErhpUdqs
ˇˇ ď E “|hpUdq|, |hpUdq| ą d‰
ď E
«
|hpUdq|
" |hpUdq|
d
*p1´q{ff
ď d´1E
”
p1` |Ud|qkp1`p1´q{q
ı
“ Opd´1q
by (B.5). Similarly, the error due to the modification of hpW q is dominated by
|ErhdpW qs ´ ErhpW qs| ď E r|hpW q|, |hpW q| ą ds
ď E
«
|hpW q|
" |hpW q|
d
*p1´q{ff
ď d´1Ey
”
p1` |W |qkp1`p1´q{q
ı
“ Opd´1q.
Hence the claim follows by the triangular inequality.
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B.1.3 Remark on Stein’s method
We will use a martingale problem approach for the convergence of stochastic processes and
hence we will show the convergence of characteristics of semimartingales. In order to prove the
convergence of characteristics, we will use Stein’s identity and Stein’s method.
Thanks to the results in Section B.1.2, the semimartingale characteristics are, essentially,
written by expectations with respect to normal distributions. For calculation involving Gaussian
random variables, Stein’s identity is useful:
ErWfpW qs “ Erf 1pW qs (B.8)
where W „ N p0, 1q and f is sufficiently smooth.
Stein’s equation (B.8) characterizes the standard normal distribution: W „ N p0, 1q if and
only if (B.8) is satisfied for every differentiable function f with E|f 1pW q| ă 8. Moreover, by
using Stein’s method, the deviation from N p0, 1q is bounded by the deviation from Stein’s
equation. The usefulness of the Stein’s method is illustrated in the monographs Chen et al.
(2011) and Nourdin and Peccati (2012). In this paper, we will use the following result due to
Proposition 3.2.2 of Nourdin and Peccati (2012).
Lemma B.2. For any h : RÑ R such that Er|hpW q|s ă 8 for W „ N p0, 1q, there is the unique
solution f : RÑ R of the ordinary differential equation (called Stein’s equation)
Lfpsq :“ f 1psq ´ sfpsq “ hpsq ´ ErhpW qs (B.9)
such that limxÑ˘8 φpxqfpxq “ 0.
There are many important properties of the solution of Stein’s equation. We remark here the
integration-by-parts formulaż
pLfqpxqgpxqφpxqdx “ ´
ż
fpxqg1pxqφpxqdx (B.10)
for smooth functions f, g. Also, we would like to remark the following lemma which provides a
sufficient condition for N p0, 1q-integrability of Stein’s solution. For β ą 0, let
|||f |||β “ sup
xPR
e´β|x||fpxq|.
If |||f |||β ă 8, f is N p0, 1q-integrable.
Lemma B.3. For β ą 0, there exists Cβ ă 8 such that for any h : RÑ R, such that ErhpW qs “
0 for W „ N p0, 1q, we have
|||f |||β ď Cβ |||h|||β , (B.11)
where f is the solution to (B.9) such that limxÑ˘8 φpxqfpxq “ 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume |||h|||β ă 8. By equation (3.23) of Nourdin and
Peccati (2012), Stein’s solution is given by
fpxq “ φpxq´1
ż x
´8
hpyq φpyqdy “ ´φpxq´1
ż 8
x
hpyq φpyqdy.
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Therefore, if x ě 0, we have
e´βx|fpxq| “ peβxφpxqq´1
ˇˇˇˇż 8
x
hpyq φpyqdy
ˇˇˇˇ
ď peβxφpxqq´1
ż 8
x
|hpyq| φpyqdy
ď |||h|||β peβxφpxqq´1
ż 8
x
eβyφpyqdy. (B.12)
With a similar calculation for x ď 0, we obtain the inequality (B.11) with the constant
Cβ “ sup
xě0
cβpxq, cβpxq :“
`
eβxφpxq˘´1 ż 8
x
eβyφpyqdy.
Observe that eβxφpxq “ eβ2{2φpx ´ βq. Also, if y ě 1, we have φpyq ď yφpyq and hence
Φp´xq ď φpxq by integrating y P rx,8q. Therefore, if x ě β ` 1,
cβpxq “ φpx´ βq´1
ż 8
x
φpy ´ βqdy
“ φpx´ βq´1Φp´px´ βqq ď 1.
Also, x ÞÑ cβpxq is continuous, and hence bounded on r0, β ` 1s. Hence Cβ ă 8 and the claim
follows.
B.2 Proof of Theorem 2.6
Proof of Theorem 2.6. We apply (Jacod and Shiryaev, 2003, Theorem IX.3.48) to SB,d with
stopping time
τapSBq “ inftt ą 0 : |SBt | ě a or |SBt´| ě au
for a ą 0. Let τda “ τapSB,dq. Firstly we prove the local strong majoration hypothesis (i) of
Theorem IX.3.48. By the expression of the predictable process B1 in (B.1), the total variation
process (see Section I.3a) of B1 up to the stopping time τa is
VarpB1qτat “
ż t^τa
0
ˇˇˇ
1´ 2  pSBs q`(2 ´ ρ SBs ˇˇˇds.
By construction of ν in (B.2), we have
 |x|2 ˚ ν(τa
t
“
ż
|x|2νt^τapdxq “
ż t^τa
0
!
4
 pSBs q`(3 ` ρp1` pSBs q2q)ds.
Hence
VarpB1qτa ă F1paq,
 p|x|2q ˚ ν(τa ă F2paq
where
F1paqt “ t p1` 2a2 ` ρ aq, F2paqt “ t p4a3 ` ρp1` a2qq.
Note that C ” 0. Thus (i) of Theorem IX.3.48 follows, since VarpB1qτa and  p|x|2q ˚ ν(τa are
strongly majorized by F paq “ F1paq ` F2paq.
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Secondly we prove (ii)-(v) of Theorem IX.3.48. If we take b ą 2a, then |x|21t|x|ąbu ˚ ν(t^τa “ ρ ż t^τa
0
ż
R
|z ´ SBs |21t|z´SBs |ąbuφpzqdzds
ď ρ
ż t
0
ż
R
p|z| ` aq21t|z|`aąbuφpzqdzds ÝÑbÑ`8 0
which proves (ii) of Theorem IX.3.48. The existence and uniqueness of the solution is proved in
Section 2.3. Thus local uniqueness condition (iii) of Theorem IX.3.48 comes from Lemma IX 4.4.
Continuity condition (iv) is obvious. Since we assume stationarity, both SB,d0 and S
B
0 follows the
standard normal distribution. Thus (v) of Theorem IX.3.48 follows.
Finally we check the condition (vi) of Theorem IX.3.48. Recall that, by construction,
}ξB,dt ´ ξB,d0 } ď t ùñ sup
0ďtďT
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ}ξB,dt }2d ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ oPp1q (B.13)
for any 0 ď t ď T . Thus for any 0 ď s ď t,
B1ds ´B1spSB,dq “ 0, |C˜ 1ds ´ C˜ 1spSB,dq| ď ρ
ż t
0
ˇˇˇˇ }ξB,ds }2
d
´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ds “ oPp1q,
and hence the conditions [Sup-β1loc] and rγ1loc-D] of (vi) are satisfied. For Condition IX.3.49 of
(vi), let gpxq “ x21t|x|ąbu for b ą 2a. Then
g ˚ νdt^τda “ ρ
ż t^τda
0
ż
Sd´1
gpxξB,ds , uy ´ SB,ds qψdpduqds
ď ρ
ż t
0
ż
Sd´1
gp|xξB,ds , uy| ` aqψdpduqds.
By stationarity together with the fact that LpxξB,d0 , uyq “ LpSB,d0 q, we have
P
´
g ˚ νdt^τda ą 
¯
ď ´1E
„
ρ
ż t
0
ż
Sd´1
gp|xξB,ds , uy| ` aqψdpduqds

“ ´1t ρ E
”
gp|SB,d0 | ` aq
ı
.
Therefore, by gpxq ď x4{b2, taking the lim sup as d Ñ 8 of the expectation on the right-hand
side of the above inequality gives
lim sup
dÑ8
P
´
g ˚ νdt^τda ą 
¯
ď ´1 t ρ b´2Erp|SB0 | ` aq4s ÝÑbÑ8 0
by SB0 „ N p0, 1q which establishes Condition IX.3.49 of (vi). Finally, we check [δloc-D] of (iv).
By construction for any bounded, continuous function g, we have
dt : “ gpxq ˚ νdt ´ pgpxq ˚ νtq ˝ SB,d
“ ρ
ż t
0
ż
Sd´1
gpxξB,ds , uy ´ SB,ds qψdpduqds´ ρ
ż t
0
ż
R
gpz ´ SB,ds qφpzqdzds.
Therefore, by stationarity of the process, we have
Er sup
0ďsďt
|ds |s ď t ρ E
„ˇˇˇˇż
Sd´1
gpxξB,d0 , uy ´ SB,d0 qψdpduq ´
ż
R
gpz ´ SB,d0 qφpzqdz
ˇˇˇˇ
ď t ρ }g}8 E
”›››L0pxξB,d0 , uyq ´N p0, 1q›››
TV
ı
,
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where u „ ψd and L0pXq is the conditional distribution of X given ξB,d0 and vB,d0 , and }g}8 “
supxPR |gpxq|. By the property of the spherically symmetric distribution ψd, we have
L0pxξB,d0 , uyq “ L0
˜
}ξB,d0 }
d1{2
d´1{2
C
ξB,d0
}ξB,d0 }
, u
G¸
“ L0pαd Udq, pαdq2 :“ }ξ
B,d
0 }2
d
. (B.14)
Therefore the total variation distance in the above expectation is››L0pαdUdq ´N p0, 1q››TV ď ››L0pαdUdq ´N p0, pαdq2q››TV ` ››N p0, pαdq2q ´N p0, 1q››TV .
The first term in the right-hand side equals to (B.6) which converges to 0, and the second term
is dominated by
2
ˇˇ
1´ pαdq2 ˇˇ ÝÑdÑ8 0 in P
by Proposition 3.6.1 of Nourdin and Peccati (2012). This proves [δloc-D]. Thus, the condition
(iv) of Theorem IX.3.48 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003) is proved. Hence the claim follows.
B.3 Proof for Corollary 2.7
Proof for Corollary 2.7. By the expression (B.3), the expected number of switches of SB,d per
unit time is
E
« ÿ
0ďtďT
1t∆SB,dt ‰0u
ff
“ E
«ż
r0,T sˆR`
1tzďSB,ds´ uNpds,dzq `
ż
r0,T sˆR
Rdpds,duq
ff
“ E
«ż T
0
pSB,ds q`ds` ρ T
ff
“ T E
”
pSB,d0 q` ` ρ
ı
“ T
"ż
R
x`φpxqdx` ρ
*
“ T
ˆ
1?
2pi
` ρ
˙
.
B.4 Proof for Theorem 2.8
By Proposition II.1.14 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003), we can construct a probability space so
that there are stopping times 0 “ σ0 ă σ1 ă σ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ with Fσn -measurable random variables
W dn pn ě 1q such that
Rdpdt,dxq “
ÿ
ně1
1tσnă8uδpσn,Wdnqpdt,dxq, (B.15)
where PpW dn P A|Fσn´q “ ψdpAq.
The proof strategy of Theorem 2.8 is as follows. The first step is to show the convergence of
Y B,d at refreshment times pσnqně0. For that purpose, we consider a pure step Markov process
Y
B,d
defined by
Y
B,d
t :“
ÿ
ně0
Y B,dσn{d 1rσnd ,σn`1d qptq “
ÿ
ně0
d1{2
˜
}ξB,dσn }2
d
´ 1
¸
1rσnd ,σn`1d qptq.
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The pure step Markov process has a simpler structure which is characterized by the so-called
finite transition measure. Since σj{d ´ σj´1{d follows the exponential distribution with mean
1{ρd, its finite transition measure Kdpx, dyq isż
R
fpyqKdpx,dyq “ ρ d ErfpY B,dσ1{d ´ Y B,d0 q|Y B,d0 “ xs
in the sense of IX.4.19 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003). Then we will apply Theorem IX.4.21 of
Jacod and Shiryaev (2003) to the Markov process Y
B,d
in Lemma B.4. To apply the theorem,
key step is the proof for the convergence of the semimartingale characteristics. For this step,
Stein’s techniques work efficiently. After the proof of Lemma B.4, finally we will show that the
difference between Y
B,d
and Y B,d is ignorable.
Lemma B.4. The process Y
B,d
converges in law to Y B.
Proof. We can construct pSB,dt qtPr0,σ1q so that
SB,dt “ Tt p0 ď t ă σ1q (B.16)
where T follows (2.1) with T0 “ SB,d0 “ x, and independent from the refreshment times pσnqně0.
We apply Theorem IX.4.21 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003). Since the limiting process is the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, hypothesis (Jacod and Shiryaev, 2003, IX.4.3) is satisfied. By the
central limit theorem, LpY B,d0 q converges to N p0, 2q “ LpY B0 q, and hence condition (iii) is also
satisfied. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove conditions (i) and (ii).
The condition (i) corresponds to the (locally uniformly in y) convergence of
b1dpyq :“ ρ d ErY B,dσ1{d ´ Y d0 |Y B,d0 “ ys and
c˜1dpyq :“ ρ d ErpY B,dσ1{d ´ Y d0 q2|Y B,d0 “ ys.
For simplicity, we will denote Er ¨ |Y B,d0 “ ys by Eyr¨s. Firstly, we check the convergence of the
drift coefficient b1d. Since d}ξB,dt }2 “ 2SB,dt dt, we have
}ξB,dσ1 }2 ´ }ξB,d0 }2 “ 2
ż σ1
0
SB,dt dt “ 2
ż σ1
0
Ttdt “ 2
ż 8
0
1ttďσ1uTtdt.
Since σ1 and T are independent, we can rewrite b1dpyq as
b1dpyq “ ρ d1{2Ey
”
}ξB,dσ1 }2 ´ }ξB,d0 }2
ı
“ 2ρ d1{2
ż 8
0
Pypt ď σ1q Ey
”
ErTt|T0 “ SB,d0 s
ı
dt
“ 2ρ d1{2
ż 8
0
e´ρtEy
”
htpSB,d0 q
ı
dt
where htpxq :“ ErTt|T0 “ xs. Now we are going to approximate SB,d0 by a Gaussian random
variable. For α ą 0, by (2.7), we have
|htpαxq| “ |ErTt|T0 “ αxs| ď E r|Tt| |T0 “ αxs ď |αx| ` t ď p|α| ` tqp1` |x|q.
Conditioned on y, we show that the difference of the law of SB,d0 and N p0, pαdq2q is small, where
pαdq2 :“ }ξ
B,d
0 }2
d
“ 1` d´1{2y.
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By the property of ψd, we can rewrite the expectation of S
B,d
0 in terms of U
d (see (B.4)) since
LypSB,d0 q “ Lypαd Udq as in (B.14) where Ly is the conditional distribution given Y B,d0 “ y.
Therefore, we can apply Proposition B.1 with k “ 1 and  P p0, 1{2q to SB,d0 . We haveˇˇˇ
EyrhtpSB,d0 qs ´ EyrhtpαdW qs
ˇˇˇ
ď p|αd| ` tq Opd´1q, (B.17)
where W „ N p0, 1q. Since αd Ñ 1 locally uniformly in y, we obtain that the drift coefficient is
an expectation of Gaussian random variable with ignorable approximation error:
b1dpyq “ 2ρ d1{2
ż 8
0
e´ρtEy
“
htpαdW q
‰
dt`Opd´1{2q.
We are in a position to apply Stein’s method. Let ft be the Stein’s solution for Lft “ ht.
Observe that ErhtpW qs “ ErhtpT0qs “ ErTts “ 0. By Lemma B.3, ft and f 1t “ xft ` ht are
N p0, 1q-integrable. Therefore,
EyrhtpαdW qs “ Eyrf 1tpαdW q ´ αdWftpαdW qs
“ Eyrf 1tpαdW q ´ pαdq2 f 1tpαdW qs
“ p1´ pαdq2qEyrf 1tpαdW qs
“ ´d´1{2y Eyrf 1tpαdW qs
where we used Stein’s identity in the third line. Since αd ÝÑdÑ8 1 locally uniformly in y, by
the dominated convergence theorem, we have
b1dpyq ÝÑdÑ8 b1pyq :“ ´2ρy
ż 8
0
ż
R
e´ρtf 1tpxqφpxqdxdt.
To finish the calculation of the drift coefficient, we rewrite the expectation in the right hand side
without using Stein’s solution. By Stein’s identity together with (B.10),ż
f 1tpxqφpxqdx “
ż
xftpxqφpxqdx
“
ż ˆ
x2
2
˙1
ftpxqφpxqdx
“ ´
ż
x2
2
htpxqφpxqdx
“ ´E
„ˆT 20
2
˙
ErTt|T0s

“ ´2´1ErT 20 Tts.
We used Stein’s identity in the first line, and the integration by parts formula (B.10) with
ft “ Lht and gpxq “ x2{2 in the third line. We can rewrite this expectation as an integration
with respect to the covariance function Kps, tq. By (C.3) with k “ 2, the right-hand side of the
above equation equals
2´1 lim
sÑ8ErpT
2
s ´ T 20 qTts “ E
„ż 8
0
TsTtds

“
ż 8
0
Kps, tqds “
ż t
0
Kps, 0qds
where we used (2.7) in the first equation, and (2.8) for the last equation. Therefore we obtain
the expression of the drift coefficient:
b1pyq “ ´2ρy
ż 8
0
e´ρt
ż t
0
Kps, 0qdsdt “ ´2y
ż 8
0
e´ρsKps, 0qds.
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Secondly, we check convergence of the diffusion coefficient. By d}ξB,dt }2 “ 2SB,dt dt,
c˜1dpyq “ ρ Ey
”
p}ξB,dσ1 }2 ´ }ξB,d0 }2q2
ı
“ 4ρ Ey
«"ż σ1
0
SB,dt dt
*2ff
“ 4ρ Ey
«"ż σ1
0
Ttdt
*2ff
.
As in the drift coefficient case, since σ1 and Tt are independent, we have
E
«"ż σ1
0
Ttdt
*2 ˇˇˇˇˇ T0 “ SB,d0
ff
“
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
E
”
1ts,tďσ1uTtTs
ˇˇ T0 “ SB,d0 ıdt ds
“
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
e´ρmaxts,tuhs,tpSB,d0 qdt ds
where hs,tpxq “ E rTtTs| T0 “ xs. Observe that if t ě s ě 0, by (2.7), we have
|hs,tpαxq| “ |E rTtTs| T0 “ αxs| ď p|αx| ` tqp|αx| ` sq ď p|α| ` tq2p1` |x|q2.
Therefore by Proposition B.1 with k “ 2, we can approximate the expectation of SB,d0 by that
of a Gaussian random variable:
|Erhs,tpSB,d0 qs ´ Erhs,tpαdT0qs| ď p|αd| `maxts, tuq2Opd´1q
for any  P p0, 1q. Therefore, we can conclude
c˜1dpyq “ 4ρ
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
e´ρmaxts,tuEy
“
hs,tpαdW q
‰
dsdt`Opd´1q.
Hence by the dominated convergence theorem, we have
c˜1dpyq ÝÑdÑ8 4ρ
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
e´ρmaxts,tuKps, tqdsdt “: c˜1pyq,
since Erhs,tpW qs “ Erhs,tpT0qs “ ErTtTss “ Kps, tq. By change of variable ps, tq ÞÑ pt ´ s, tq “:
pu, tq, we have
c˜1pyq “ 8ρ
ż
0ăsďtă8
e´ρtKps, tqdsdt
“ 8ρ
ż 8
0
ż 8
u
e´ρtKpu, 0qdtdu
“ 8
ż 8
0
e´ρuKpu, 0qdu.
Therefore, the condition (i) of Theorem IX.4.21 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003) follows.
Finally, we check condition (ii). By Markov property, for any  ą 0, we haveż
R
Kdpx,dyq|y|21t|y|ąu ď ´2
ż
R
Kdpx,dyq|y|4 “: ´2δdpyq.
By construction of Kd, we can rewrite δdpyq as
δdpyq “ ρ d ErpY B,dσ1{d ´ Y B,d0 q4|Y B,d0 “ ys.
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By Hölder’s inequality,
δdpyq “ ρd´1 Ey
”
p}ξB,dσ1 }2 ´ }ξB,d0 }2q4
ı
“ 16ρd´1 Ey
«"ż σ1
0
SB,dt dt
*4ff
“ 16ρd´1 Ey
«"ż σ1
0
Ttdt
*4ff
ď 16ρd´1 Ey
”
σ41p|SB,d0 | ` σ1q4
ı
“ Opd´1q
locally uniformly in y where we used (2.7) in the inequality. Therefore, the condition (ii) follows.
Thus, the claim follows by Theorem IX.4.21 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003).
Proof of Theorem 2.8. We showed that the process Y
B,d
converges in law to Y B. Therefore, by
Lemma VI.3.31 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003), it is sufficient to show
dT :“ sup
0ďtďT
|Y B,dt ´ Y B,dt | ÝÑdÑ8 0
in probability for any T ą 0. Let
AT “ r0, T s ˆ R and λT “ ρT.
Then RdpAT q follows the Poisson distribution with mean λT . In particular, RdpAdT q{d is tight.
Since RdpAT q is the number of the refreshment jumps until T ą 0, we have
dT ď sup
jďRdpAdT q
sup
σjďdtăσj`1
|Y B,dt ´ Y B,dσj{d|
On the other hand, for σj ď dt ă σj`1, we have
|Y B,dt ´ Y B,dσj{d| “ d´1{2|}ξB,dtd }2 ´ }ξB,dσj }2|
ď 2d´1{2
ż σj`1
σj
|SB,dt |dt
ď 2d´1{2
ż σj`1
σj
p|SB,dσj | ` tq dt
“ 2d´1{2
ˆ
|SB,dσj |pσj`1 ´ σjq `
1
2
pσj`1 ´ σjq2
˙
,
where we used (2.7) in the third line. Therefore, for any J P N,
PpdT ą q ď PpRdpAdT q ą dJq ` P
˜
2d´1{2 sup
jďdJ
ˆ
|SB,dσj |pσj`1 ´ σjq `
1
2
pσj`1 ´ σjq2
˙
ą 
¸
ď PpRdpAdT q ą dJq ` dJP
ˆ
2d´1{2
ˆ
|SB,d0 |σ1 `
1
2
σ21
˙
ą 
˙
.
If we take J P N large enough, the first probability in the right-hand side of the above inequality
can be small. The second term converges to 0 by Markov’s inequality together with the fact
that SB,d0 „ N p0, 1q and σ1 follows the exponential distribution with mean 1{ρ. Hence the claim
follows.
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B.5 Proof for Proposition 2.9
Proof for Proposition 2.9. By Proposition 2.13 together with Lebesgue’s dominated convergence
theorem, the claim is obvious.
B.6 Proof for Theorem 2.10
B.6.1 Uniform integrability
The proof strategy is essentially the same as that of Theorem 2.8. We will show the convergence
of semimartingale characteristics. However instead of using Stein’s method, in this section we use
rigorous calculus to show that the error terms can be ignored asymptotically. For that purpose,
we define the following moment condition.
Construct R, σ1 and S
B,d
t as in (B.15) and (B.16). For p P N, we call that a sequence of
Rp-valued processes Xd “ pXdt qtě0 satisfies the moment condition if
sup
dPN
sup
zPK
E
„
sup
0ďtăσ1
}Xdt }m
ˇˇˇˇ
ZB,d,k0 “ z

ă 8
for any compact set K of Rk and m P N. For simplicity, we will denote Er¨|ZB,d,k0 “ zs by
Ezr¨s. We write M for the set of processes that satisfy the moment condition. If Xd satisfies the
moment condition, we will treat d´Xdt as an ignorable error term for any  ą 0.
By Hölder’s inequality and Minkowskii’s inequality
Xd, Y d PM ùñ pXdt Y dt qtě0, pXdt ` Y dt qtě0 PM.
Also, if }Xdt } ď Y dt and Y d PM then Xd PM.
In the proof of the following lemma, we use a useful fact of the linear combinations of Gaussian
random variables. Let W1,W2, . . . „ N p0, 1q be independent. Then, if F1 is a linear combination
of Wi pi “ 1, 2, . . .q, and F2 is a linear combination of W 2i ´ 1 pi “ 1, 2, . . .q, then
Er|Fj |rs1{r ď pr ´ 1qj{2 Er|Fj |2s1{2 (B.18)
for any r ą 2 and j “ 1, 2. See Corollary 2.8.14 of Nourdin and Peccati (2012) for the proof.
Lemma B.5. The processes SB,d,Ad,Bd and Cd satisfy the moment condition where
Adt :“ d1{2
˜
}ξB,dt }2
d
´ 1
¸
, Bdt :“ d1{2
´
pikpξB,dt q ´ pikpξB,d0 q
¯
, (B.19)
and
Cdt “ d
´
pikpvB,dt q ´ pikpvB,d0 q
¯
.
Proof. Observe that the refreshment time σ1 follows the exponential distribution with mean 1{ρ.
Obviously SB,d0 PM (as a constant process) implies SB,d PM since
|SB,dt^σ1´| ď |SB,d0 | ` t^ σ1. (B.20)
Also, Ad0 PM (as a constant process) implies pAdt qtě0 PM since
|Adt | “ |Ad0| ` d´1{2|}ξB,dt }2 ´ }ξB,d0 }2|
ď |Ad0| ` d´1{2
!
p}ξB,d0 } ` tq2 ´ }ξB,d0 }2
)
“ |Ad0| ` d´1{2p2t }ξB,d0 } ` t2q
“ |Ad0| ` 2t
b
1` d´1{2Ad0 ` d´1{2t2.
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In order to prove SB,d0 ,Ad0 P M we rewrite these random variables as functions of Wi :“
ξB,di,0 „ N p0, 1q pi “ k ` 1, . . . , dq:
SB,d0 “ xξB,d0 , vB,d0 y “
kÿ
i“1
ξB,di,0 v
B,d
i,0 `
dÿ
i“k`1
Wiv
B,d
i,0 ,
Ad0 “ d´1{2p}ξB,d0 }2 ´ dq “ d´1{2
kÿ
i“1
!
pξB,di,0 q2 ´ 1
)
` d´1{2
dÿ
i“k`1
pW 2i ´ 1q.
Since z “ pξB,d1,0 , . . . , ξB,dk,0 q P K, and vB,d0 „ ψd, the first term in the right-hand side of each
equation satisfies the moment condition. The second term of the first equation is a linear sum of
Wi, and that of the second equation is a linear sum of W 2i ´ 1. Therefore, by (B.18) these terms
satisfy the moment condition. Thus we conclude that SB,d0 ,Ad0 PM, and hence SB,d,Ad PM.
Next, we shall prove Bd PM. Since dξB,dt “ vB,dt dt we have
}Bdt^σ1´} “ sup
0ďtăσ1
››››d1{2 ż t
0
pikpvB,ds qds
›››› ď d1{2σ1 sup
0ďtăσ1
}pikpvB,dt q}.
But by construction of Cdt , we have
d1{2pikpvB,dt q “ d1{2pikpvB,d0 q ` d´1{2Cdt , (B.21)
and the first term in the right-hand side of the above equation satisfies the moment condition
since }d1{2pikpvB,d0 q}2 “
řk
i“1 dpvB,di,0 q2. Indeed, each of d1{2vB,di,0 has the same law as that of Ud
in (B.4), and Ud satisfy the moment condition by (B.5). Therefore Cd P M implies Bd P M.
Hence the proof will be completed if we can show Cd PM.
To begin with, we need to estimate the probability of the event
F d “
"
inf
0ďtăσ1
}ξB,dt }2 ě d{2
*
“
"
inf
0ďtăσ1
´
d` d1{2Adt
¯
ě d{2
*
. (B.22)
The event pF dqc is a rare event in the sense that for any m P N, we have dm1pFdqc PM since
PzppF dqcq “ Pz
ˆ
inf
0ďtăσ1
pd` d1{2Adt q ă d{2
˙
ď Pz
ˆ
sup
0ďtăσ1
|Adt | ą d1{2{2
˙
“ Opd´2mq
by Markov’s inequality together with the fact that Ad PM.
We first show that Cd satisfies the moment condition restricted to the event pF dqc. Observe
that by Itô’s formula, up to the refreshment time σ1, we have
Cdt^σ1´ “ ´2d
ż
r0,t^σ1´sˆR`
C
ξB,ds´
}ξB,ds´ }
, vB,ds´
G
pikpξB,ds´ q
}ξB,ds´ }
1tzďxξB,ds´ ,vB,ds´ yuNpds,dzq.
Since the integrand is bounded in norm by 1, we have a bound
d´1
››Cdt^σ1´›› ď2 żr0,tsˆR` 1tzďSB,ds´ uNpds,dzq
ď2
ż
r0,tsˆR`
1tzď|SB,d0 |`tuNpds,dzq “ 2NpA
d
t q (B.23)
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by (B.20), where
Adt :“ r0, ts ˆ r0, |SB,d0 | ` ts, λdt :“ tˆ p|SB,d0 | ` tq
where pλdt qtě0 is the compensator of pNpAdt qqtě0. Since the initial value SB,d0 satisfies the moment
condition, we have pλdt qtě0 P M. Thus p2NpAdt qqtě0 P M by the property of the Poisson
distribution, and hence d´1Cd PM. This fact implies
Cd1pFdqc “ d´1Cd ˆ d 1pFdqc PM.
Finally, we show Cd1Fd PM. Observe that
inf
0ďtăσ1
}ξB,dt }2 ě d{2 ùñ sup
0ďtăσ1
d
}ξB,dt }2
ď 2,
sup
0ďtăσ1
|xξB,dt , vB,dt y| “ sup
0ďtăσ1
|SB,dt | ď |SB,d0 | ` σ1,
and
}pikpξB,dt q} ď }z} ` σ1.
By these inequalities and the first equality in (B.23), we obtain
}Cdt^σ1´}1Fd ď 4p}z} ` σ1qp|SB,d0 | ` σ1qNpAdt q.
Hence we obtain Cd1Fd PM which completes the proof.
B.6.2 Convergence of the processes
As in the log-target density case, by Proposition VI.6.37 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003), we
consider a time-changed process Z
B,d,k
defined by
Z
B,d,k
t :“
8ÿ
ně0
ZB,d,kσn{d 1rσnd ,
σn`1
d qptq.
Then
Z
B,d,k
t “ ZB,d,kσj´1{d “ pikpξB,dσj´1q
´σj´1
d
ď t ă σj
d
¯
and σj{d ´ σj´1{d follows the exponential distribution with mean 1{ρd. Its finite transition
measure is ż
Rk
fpyqKdpx, dyq “ ρ d E
”
fpZB,d,kσ1{d ´ ZB,d,k0 q|ZB,d,k0 “ x
ı
.
We apply Theorem IX.4.21 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003). As in the log-target density case, the
proof will be completed if we show the condition (i, ii) which correspond to the locally uniform
convergences of
b1dpzq :“ ρ d ErZB,d,kσ1{d ´ ZB,d,k0 |ZB,d,k0 “ zs,
c˜1dpzq :“ ρ d ErpZB,d,kσ1{d ´ ZB,d,k0 qb2|ZB,d,k0 “ zs,
δdpzq :“ ρ d Er}ZB,d,kσ1{d ´ ZB,d,k0 }4|ZB,d,k0 “ zs.
Here, for a vector v “ pv1, . . . , vkq P Rd, vb2 is a k ˆ k matrix with pi, jq-th element vivj .
Proposition B.6. The process Z
B,d,k
converges in law to ZB,k.
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Proof. Let K be a compact set in Rk. We prove uniform convergences of b1d, c˜1d and δd on K.
As in (B.21), the drift coefficient satisfies
b1dpzq “ ρ d Ez
”
pikpξB,dσ1 q ´ pikpξB,d0 q
ı
“ ρ d Ez
„ż σ1
0
pikpvB,dt qdt

“ ρ d Ez
„ż σ1
0
pikpvB,d0 qdt` d´1
ż σ1
0
Cdt dt

.
Since random variables σ1, v
B,d
0 „ ψd and the random measure N are independent, the expecta-
tions of pikpvB,d0 q and the martingale part of Cd disappear. Therefore, we have
b1dpzq “ ρ Ez
„ż σ1
0
Ddt dt

(B.24)
where Dd is the compensator of the process with finite variation Cd, satisfying
Ddt^σ1 “ ´2d
ż t^σ1
0
}ξB,ds }´2
 pSB,ds q`(2 pikpξB,ds q ds.
Let
Edt “ ´2z
ż t
0
 pSB,ds q`(2 ds, Gdt “ d1{2pDdt ´ Edt q.
We will show that Gd PM, and hence we can replace Ddt in the expression of the drift coefficient
(B.24) by Edt with asymptotically negligible error.
First we show Gd1F cd PM where Fd is an event defined in (B.22). By the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, we have |SB,dt | ď }ξB,dt }, and hence we have
d´1|Ddt^σ1 | ď 2
ż t
0
|pikpξB,ds q|ds ď 2t
ˇˇˇ
pikpξB,d0 q ` d´1{2Bdt
ˇˇˇ
PM
where we used the fact that z “ pikpξB,d0 q P K. On the other hand,
|Edt^σ1 | ď 2|z|t
ˆ
sup
0ďsăσ1
|SB,ds |
˙2
PM.
In particular, d´3{2Gd PM and hence Gd1F cd “ pd´3{2Gdq ˆ pd3{21F cd q PM.
Next we prove Gd1Fd PM. By Lemma B.5, Ad,Bd and SB,d are in M, we have
|Gdt^σ11Fd |
“ 2d1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
#
1´ d
1{2Ads
}ξB,ds }2
+ pSB,ds q`(2 !z ` d´1{2Bds)ds´ z ż t
0
 pSB,ds q`(2 ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1Fd
“ 2d1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż t
0
 pSB,ds q`(2
#
´z d
1{2Ads
}ξB,ds }2
` d´1{2Bds ´ d
1{2Ads
}ξB,ds }2
pd´1{2Bds q
+
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1Fd
ď 2
ż t
0
 pSB,ds q`(2 !2|z Ads | ` |Bds | ` 2d´1{2|Ads Bds |) ds PM.
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Therefore, Gd PM and we have a simpler expression of the drift coefficient:
b1dpzq “ 2ρ Ez
„ż σ1
0
Edt dt

` op1q
“ ´2ρz Ez
„ż σ1
0
ż t
0
 pSB,ds q`(2 dsdt` op1q
“ ´2ρz Ez
„
E
„ż σ1
0
ż t
0
 pTsq`(2 dsdtˇˇˇˇ T0 “ SB,d0 ` op1q.
We will complete the computation of the drift coefficient by showing that the expectation con-
verges to 1{2. By Itô’s formula, we have
E
„ż t
0
 pTsq`(2 dsˇˇˇˇ T0 “ E«ż
r0,tsˆR`
Ts´1tzďTs´u Npds,dzq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ T0
ff
“ E
„
t´ pTt ´ T0q
2
ˇˇˇˇ
T0

.
Therefore, by taking expectations conditional on T0 “ SB,d0 , we have
b1dpzq “ ´2ρz Ez
«ż σ1
0
t´ phtpSB,d0 q ´ SB,d0 q
2
dt
ff
` op1q
where htpxq “ ErTt|T0 “ xs. Let LzpXq be the distribution of X conditioned on z. Since vB0 „ ψd
is independent from ξB,d0 , we have LzpSB,d0 q “ LzpαdUdq as in (B.14) where Ud is defined in (B.4)
and pαdq2 “ }ξB,d0 }2{d. In particular, EzrSB,d0 s “ 0. Moreover, by (B.17), we haveˇˇˇ
EzrhtpSB,d0 qs ´ EzrhtpαdW qs
ˇˇˇ
ď Ezrp|αd|`tqsOpd´1q “ Ezrp1`d´1{2Ad0`tqsOpd´1q “ Opd´1q,
for any  ą 0 and W „ N p0, 1q. Therefore, EzrhtpαdW qs Ñ EzrhtpW qs “ 0. By the dominated
convergence theorem, we have
b1dpzq ÝÑdÑ8 ´ρ z Ez
„ż σ1
0
t dt

“ ´ρ z Ez
„
σ21
2

“ ´ρ´1z “: b1pzq,
where the convergence is uniform on z P K.
Similarly, the diffusion coefficient is
c˜1dpzq “ ρ d Ez
«"ż σ1
0
pikpvB,dt qdt
*b2ff
“ ρ d Ez
«"ż σ1
0
pikpvB,d0 qdt` d´1
ż σ1
0
Cdt dt
*b2ff
“ ρ d Ez
«"ż σ1
0
pikpvB,d0 qdt
*b2ff
` op1q
“ ρ d Ez
“
σ21
‰
Ez
”
pikpvB,d0 qb2
ı
` op1q,
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where in the third line, we used the fact that d1{2pikpvB,d0 q P M (as a constant process) and
Cd PM. Since vB,d0 „ ψd, we have
d Ez
”
pikpvB,d0 qb2
ı
“ Ik
where Ik is the k ˆ k identity matrix. Thus
c˜1dpzq ÝÑdÑ8 ρ Ik Ez
“
σ21
‰ “ 2ρ´1Ik “ c˜1pyq.
Finally,
δdpzq ÝÑdÑ8 0
uniformly in z on any compact set by Lemma B.5. Thus, the claim follows by Theorem IX.4.21
of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003).
Lemma B.7. The process ZB,d,k converges in law to ZB,k.
Proof. By Lemma VI.3.31 of Jacod and Shiryaev (2003), it is sufficient to show
dT :“ sup
0ďtďT
|ZB,d,kt ´ ZB,d,kt | ÝÑdÑ8 0
in probability. Let At be as in the proof of Theorem 2.8. Then we have
dT ď sup
0ďjďRdpAdT q
sup
σjďtăσj`1
|pikpξB,dt q ´ pikpξB,dσj q|.
Therefore, for J P N,
Ppdt ą q ď PpRdpAdT q ą dJq ` P
˜
sup
0ďjďdJ
sup
σjďtăσj`1
|pikpξB,dt q ´ pikpξB,dσj q| ą 
¸
ď PpRdpAdT q ą dJq ` dJP
ˆ
sup
0ďtăσ1
|d´1{2Bdt | ą 
˙
.
Thus the result follows by Lemma B.5 together with the Markov inequality.
B.6.3 Proof of Theorem 2.10
Proof of Theorem 2.10. Weak convergence of ZB,d,k has been proved. Therefore, the proof of
Theorem 2.10 will be completed if we can show the law of large numbers (2.6). The proof is
essentially the same as that of Lemma B.4 of Kamatani (2018).
Let }f}8 “ supxPRk |fpxq|. Without loss of generality, we can assume
ş
fpxqφkpxqdx “ 0. It
is sufficient to show that
Id,T :“ E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1T
ż T
0
fpZB,d,kt qdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ff
ÝÑd,TÑ8 0.
Since the limiting process is the ergodic Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, for any  ą 0 we can find
T0 ą 0 so that
IT0 “ E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1T0
ż T0
0
fpZB,kt qdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ff
ă 
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by the law of large numbers. By dividing the interval r0, T s into shorter intervals with length T0,
we have
Id,T “ E
»–ˇˇˇˇˇˇ 1T
rT {T0s´1ÿ
k“0
ż pk`1qT0
kT0
fpZB,d,kt qdt` 1T
ż T
T0rT {T0s
fpZB,d,kt qdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
fifl
ď T0
T
rT {T0s´1ÿ
k“0
E
«ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1T0
ż pk`1qT0
kT0
fpZB,d,kt qdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ff
` 1
T
ż T
T0rT {T0s
E
”ˇˇˇ
fpZB,d,kt q
ˇˇˇı
dt.
Then by stationarity of the process ZB,d,k together with the weak convergence of ZB,d,k, we have
Id,T ď T0
T
„
T
T0

Id,T0 ` T ´ T0rT {T0sT }f}8 ÝÑd,TÑ8 IT0 ď ,
which completes the proof.
C Ergodic properties of the limiting processes
C.1 Proof of Theorem 2.11
Proof of Theorem 2.11. Construct T and SB as in Section 2.3. We also set σ0 “ 0 andW0 “ SB0 .
Firstly, we prove irreducibility and aperiodicity of the Markov process. For K ą 0, let νK be the
Lebesgue measure restricted to r´K,Ks. Consider an event
BT “ tω P Ω : Rpr0, T s ˆ Rq “ 1, NpCT q “ 0u
where CT “ r0, T s ˆ r0, |x| ` |W1| ` T s. On the event, since Rpr0, T s ˆ Rq “ 1 there is a single
refreshment jump σ1 until T ą 0. Recall that in each interval rσi, σi`1q, the process SB has the
same behavior as that of T with Tσi “Wi. Therefore, by (2.7), we have
ω P BT ùñ |SBt | ď
" |x| ` t if t ă σ1
W1 ` t if σ1 ď t ď T ùñ suptďT |S
B
t | ď |x| ` |W1| ` T.
Therefore, on the event BT , the process SB only jumps at the refreshment time t “ σ1 until T ,
since the number of jumps due to N up to time T isż
r0,T sˆR`
1tzďSBs´uNpds,dzq ď NpCT q “ 0.
Therefore, except for the refreshment jump time σ1, SB moves deterministically, and hence
ω P BT ùñ SBt “
"
x` t if t ă σ1
W1 ` pt´ σ1q if σ1 ď t ď T.
Now we calculate the probability of the event BT . Since Rd and N are independent
PxpBT q “ PxpRpr0, T s ˆ Rq “ 1q ˆ PpNpCT q “ 0q
“  ρT e´ρT(ˆ "ż
R
e´p|x|`|y|`T qTφpyqdy
*
ě  ρT e´ρT(ˆ !cT e´pK`T qT)
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where cT “
ş
expp´T |y|qφpyqdy. On the other hand,
PT px,Aq ě PxpSBT P A,BT q
“ PxpW1 ` pT ´ σ1q P A,BT q
“ Ex
„ż
A
φpy ´ pT ´ σ1qqdy,BT

ě inf
0ďsďT
ż
AXK
φpy ´ pT ´ sqq dy PxpBT q
ě κT νKpAq PxpBT q,
where κT “ inf0ďsďT infyPK φpy ´ pT ´ sqq. By these estimates, we obtain
PT px,Aq ě κT
 
ρTe´ρT
(ˆ !cT e´pK`T qT) νKpAq for x P r´K,Ks.
Thus, the Markov process is νK-irreducible and aperiodic, and any compact set is a small set.
Secondly, we prove V -uniform ergodicity. We need to check
HV pxq ď ´γV pxq ` b1C (C.1)
for some γ, b ą 0, a small set C, and a drift function V : RÑ r1,8q where H is defined in (2.5).
However, by taking V pxq “ 1` x2, we have
HV pxq
V pxq “
2x` ρp1´ x2q
1` x2 ÝÑ|x|Ñ8 ´ ρ.
Thus, the drift condition is satisfied for C “ r´R,Rs and γ “ ρ{2 when R is sufficiently large.
Thus V -uniform ergodicity follows by Theorem 5.2 of Down et al. (1995).
C.2 Proof of Theorem 2.12
Proof of Theorem 2.12. Let K ą 0 and consider x P r´K,Ks. Let T “ 2K ` 1, and define
BT “ tω P Ω : Npω;CT q “ Npω;DT q “ 1u
where
CT “ r0, T s ˆ r0, |x| ` T s, DT “ rp1´ xq`, T s ˆ r0, 1s.
On the event BT , the number of jumps until time T isż
r0,T sˆR`
1tzďTs´uNpds,dzq ď NpCT q “ 1
since |Tt| ď |x| ` T p0 ď t ď T q by (2.7). Thus the number of jumps is at most 1. On the other
hand, if there is no jump, then Tt “ x ` t p0 ď t ď T q. However, since p1 ´ xq` ď t ùñ 1 ď
x` t “ Tt´ we have ż
r0,T sˆR`
1tzďTs´uNpds,dzq ě NpDT q “ 1.
Therefore, there is a single jump until time T . Then, on the event BT , we have
Tt “
"
x` t if t ă τ1
´px` τ p1q1 q ` pt´ τ p1q1 q if τ1 ď t ď T,
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and hence
PT px,Aq ě PxpTT P A,BT q
“ Pxp´px` τ p1q1 q ` pT ´ τ p1q1 q P A,BT q
“ Px
´
´px` τ p1q1 q ` pT ´ τ p1q1 q P A|BT
¯
ˆ PxpBT q.
We have
Px
´
´px` τ p1q1 q ` pT ´ τ p1q1 q P A|BT
¯
“
ż T
p1´xq`
1Ap´px` sq ` pT ´ sqq ds
T ´ p1´ xq`
ě T´1LebpAX r´x´ T, T ´ x´ 2p1´ xq`sq
where Leb is the Lebesgue measure. On the other hand,
PxpBT q “ PxpNpDT q “ 1q ˆ PpNpCT XDcT q “ 0q
“ pT ´ p1´ xq`qe´pT´p1´xq`q ˆ e´pT p|x|`T q´pT´p1´xq`qq
“: cpT, xq.
Since cpT, xq ą 0 px P Rq, the Markov process is Leb-irreducible and aperiodic since we have
PT px,Aq ą 0 by taking T ą 0 sufficiently large. Also, by cT :“ infxPr´K,Ks cpT, xq ą 0 we have
PT px,Aq ě cT T´1 LebpAX rK ´ T, T ´K ´ 2p1`Kq`sq px P r´K,Ksq.
Thus any compact set is a small set.
Finally, we prove V -uniform ergodicity. We need to check the drift criterion (C.1) for γ ą 0,
a small set C and V : E Ñ r1,8q and G defined in (2.2) in place of H. Construct a continuously
differentiable function V : E Ñ r1,8q so that
V pxq “
"
2 exppxq x ą 4
expp´xq x ď 0. (C.2)
Then GV pxq “ p2 ´ xqex ď ´V pxq for x ą 4, and GV pxq “ ´V pxq for x ă 0. Thus the drift
condition holds with V pxq, C “ r0, 4s and γ “ 1. Thus the claim follows by Theorem 5.2 of
Down et al. (1995).
C.3 Proof of Proposition 2.13
By V -uniform ergodicity of the Markov process T , for s ď t and k P N, we haveˇˇˇˇ
ErT kt |Ts “ xs ´
ż
ykφpyqdy
ˇˇˇˇ
ď Ckγt´sV pxq (C.3)
for some Ck ą 0, γ P p0, 1q and hence the covariance function has exponential decay property
|Kps, tq| “ |E rTsE rTt|Tsss| ď C1γt´sEr|Ts|V pTsqs “ Cγt´s
for some C ą 0 since the marginal distribution of T is the standard normal distribution and
using the explicit form of V given by (C.2).
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Proof of Proposition 2.13. By (C.3) with k “ 2, we have
0 “ lim
tÑ8ErpT
2
t ´ T 20 qT0s “ lim
tÑ8E
„ˆż t
0
2Tsds
˙
T0

“ 2 lim
tÑ8
ż t
0
Kps, 0qds “ 2
ż 8
0
Kps, 0qds.
Hence we have (2.8).
Next we calculate the derivatives of Kptq :“ Kpt, 0q. By Itô’s formula together with the
Lebesgue convergence theorem, we have
h´1pKpt` hq ´Kptqq “ h´1ErpTt`h ´ TtqT0s
“ h´1E
«ż h
0
p1´ 2pTt``sq2qds T0
ff
ÝÑhÑ0 E
“p1´ 2pTt` q2qT0‰ .
The first derivative at t “ 0 is
K 1p0q “ E “p1´ 2pT `0 q2qT0‰ “ ´2 ż 8
0
x3φpxqdx “ ´2
c
2
pi
.
Similarly, the second derivative at t “ 0 is
h´1pK 1phq ´K 1p0qq “ h´1E “ p1´ 2pT`h q2qT0(´  p1´ 2pT`0 q2qT0(‰
“ ´h´1E
«ż h
0
p4Tt` ´ 2pTt` q3qds T0
ff
ÝÑhÑ0 ´E
“
4pT `0 q2 ´ 2pT `0 q4
‰
“ ´E “2T 20 ´ T 40 ‰ “ 1.
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